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Condition-Intelligent Perishables™
Answering “Fresh?” 

“How Fresh?”
“What’s Next?”

Beta: Q4 2023
Availability: Q1 2024

Introducing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CONDITION INTELLIGENT PERISHABLES�The benefits: Knowing the freshness of what you are selling, buying, using, or eating. Today’s challenges. Weather whiplash. Predicted food and water scarcity. Disrupted supply chains. Too great a reliance on imported perishables. Unknown shelf-life of the perishable when received. Limited visibility into if or how shelf life has been extended. Challenges that are managed when perishables condition is visible.�
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IoT Condition-Intelligent Sensor Solutions for Perishables
IoT RF conventional sensing

• Temperature • Alerts • Logs 
• Humidity • Shock
• Attach-Detach additional sensors

RF passive-active (hybrid) sensor tags: RAINFC+3rd RF
Real-time IoT RF condition sensing  

•  Shelf-life • Wear-Tear • Performance
Timeline tracking of the condition of business events

• Sensor-condition-event-vision-audio associations 
• Blockchain data sharing

Answering “How fresh?”
In training for answering “What’s next?”

Introducing

Beta: Q4 2023
Availability: Q1 2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
INTRODUCING FRESHTIME Internet of Things (IoT) Backgrounder�(For those who do not know about the IoT)The Internet of Things is a major transformation of global business and industrial systems. The IoT has been a long time in the making. For innovators, early adopters, and global enterprises, it is here now. ��The IoT’s purpose and achievements include 1) the collection of real-time data about an item, presented in a timeline, from production through use, that can be acted upon immediately, and 2) the ability to instantly share this data among business partners.  Data no longer is siloed because of systems in place—only by the willingness of business partners to selectively share data.  When the IoT is adopted by local and regional small and mid-size businesses, it provides a competitive edge that has been missing in Just-In-Time global supply chains. ��Background. In the late 1990’s, early 2000’s, MIT Auto ID Labs had an idea—an Internet for things, in which all things had an ID. Data, called attributes, could be associated with the ID.  This new Internet would be modeled after the Internet for people, but far more robust.  Two parallel standards groups were formed.The first group, item identification, was formed by GS1. GS1 is the standards maker and issuer of IDs for product barcode labels.  GS1 EPCglobal was formed to create a set of standards for an RFID label, a digital version of the barcode.  The digital ID is called an EPC, Electronic Product Code.  EPCglobal organized teams from product brand owners, retailers, and technologists to define these standards.  Infratab was one of the technologists.  The RFID tag has a distinguishing feature—in addition to an ID for the tag, there is an ID for the tagged item (EPC).  EPC software is tasked with collecting business data about item events and associating this business data with the EPC of the tagged item.  To be a replacement for the barcode, the resulting digital label had to be $.05 or less.  To do this the RF communication chip which connected the ID to the Internet had to be inexpensive.  (Aside: this $0.05 price was attained around 2020-2021—with successful RFID apparel solution.) The RF communication method chosen was passive RF (radio frequency).  Passive, because the tag has no battery.  When someone wants to know the ID of a tagged item,  a passive RF reader is needed—to power the RF in the tag so that the ID can be retrieved.Infratab took the RFID EPC chip and piggybacked  a sensor onto it—to make a “live date” label. The result was 2 independent modules or devices coupled together. 1st was the off-the shelf RFID EPC chip. 2nd was a microcontroller (MCU) with sensor. The modules could be separate or combined together in a chip. A battery powered the sensor and MCU and also calculated shelf life of the tagged item. This RF sensor configuration is known as BAP (battery powered passive.) This was the first of many Infratab innovations (see Enabling Technology.)�The 2nd standards group, formed by I-EEE, was tasked with creating RF sensors for industrial use. This group’s focus was machines and machine performance. Does the machine live up to its warranty?  What are the risks of machine failure? When should preventive maintenance be done? Because machines are placed in known locations, connection of the sensing device to the Internet could be counted on to be present. Because machine or device performance was of main concern, the ID of the device could be the ID of the RF sensor. Because sensors need power, these RF tags use a battery to power both sensor and RF. This type of RF is called active RF. Because a battery powered the RF, no external reader was needed.—the function which sends and receives tag data is in the RF transponder. First implementation was an all-in-one RF sensor logger chip.The explosion of RF sensor tags entering the market in 2019-2023 is the result of the adoption of Infratab’s simple two-device design having been miniaturized by TSMC and ARM into an RFsensor System-on-Chip (SoC).  These RFsensor SoCs can be either passive or active RF. In the last several years, ARM has designed RFsensor SoC comprising RAIN, NFC, BLE, LoRa, NB-IoT, Wi-Fi, 5G RF communications.  The flexibility of the design and the ease in combining a new RF communications protocol to an ARM microprocessor circuit is straightforward.RF sensor tags that couple an ARM RFsensor SoC, either passive or active RF with a MCU/sensor, either two modules or in an SoC, either with one sensor, many sensors or with condition monitoring, are likely to be incorporating Infratab’s patented tag architecture---and thus open to be able to benefit when Infratab API’s for tag, edge or cloud are integrated at product creation or added later by a user.   
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Summary
Infratab’s business is making perishables, things with measurable wear-
tear, and things with measurable performance—condition-intelligent. 

Infratab’s IoT sensor tags, edge and cloud software, services, APIs, and 
most importantly, data and data analytics enable perishable lovers to: 

Answer “How fresh?”, “Best flavor?”,  “Service when?’  and more.  

In a world of climate insecurity, fragile global supply chains, food-scarce 
populations, Infratab solutions start with conventional RF sensing and 
add real-time condition monitoring—increasing perishable yield, 
reducing loss, and enabling pay-for-condition—simply, inexpensively, 
and with few changes, if any, to operations. 

Advantages: condition-delivered matches condition-ordered; visibility 
into perishable condition after power outages; smarter risk assessments 
for banking and insurance; warranty resolution; buying, selling, paying 
by outcome, on-the-spot; and smart, ready-to-be acted upon, data.

1
Disaster
preparedness

Brand reputation,
customer satisfaction

2
Increased 
yield

3
BENEFITS

Score-carding supplier 
& partner performance

4 5
Reduced loss/waste  
by business & consumer

NOTE: Condition has a different meaning depending upon perishable type: • shelf life or freshness for foods, • efficacy or potency 
for pharma and adhesives, • serviceability for machines, performance for containers, • flow for meters, and • health for people.

Infratab uses “fresh” to cover all items whose condition can be measured.
(Infratab video)))

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SUMMARYAbsent from discussions about combating climate insecurity, reducing perishable loss, assessing climate risks, are the benefits from knowing and managing, in real-time, perishable condition. The missing link in fighting climate insecurity is understanding that perishable shelf-life (condition) can be modeled, measured, predicted, made visible and when visible, actions can be taken by perishable handlers, robots, and consumers, rich and poor. ��What if, for selected markets, perishable loss and waste resulting from temperature aberrations, could be cut in half, with little or no infrastructure or process changes? For no added cost per perishable item over the cost of temperature loggers used today? We believe it can. This magic is at the core of Infratab Freshtime.�Benefits: • Usage cost In cents per perishable tagging, • Usability of solution by factory brands AND indigenous people, • Ability to make, reuse, provision, and service tags in high volume around the world, • Ability to enable indigenous communities to thrive, • Ability to enable communities to participate in global trade, • Ability to reward quality producers with condition-based product insurance and financing, • Ability to pay by outcome.Infratab brings real-time visibility about the condition of perishables, spaces they are in, trips they take, machines they use, and dispatchers, crews, partners, decision-makers, and customers they touch. �When perishable condition is visible and trusted, perishable production and supply chain loss is reduced. Consumer waste can be reduced. Knowing the condition of ingredients purchased and in inventory, when just-in-time purchases do not arrive, just in time, provides new production and fulfillment options. Strategies of over-buying inexpensive imports versus making regionally can be evaluated. Traceability initiatives can have financial benefits as well as compliance benefits. When buying-selling includes condition as a criteria for payment, carbon accounting can occur.�Infratab products provide familiar temperature and other sensing data as commonly provided by traditional temperature loggers. Many users are content with just these features. However, Freshtime’s power arises when its condition-intelligence features are turned on and used.  As a solution with roots in GS1 identification and the supply chain, Infratab bridges GS1 concern for standardization of the language of business with the dynamism of real-time, hands-free data collection of the industrial IoT, (iIoT.) Infratab Freshtime provides data about how perishables change so that new insights can be evaluated, perishable quality can be enhanced, and perishable life can be extended. �At the core of Infratab condition-intelligent products, services and solutions is the simple concept that a perishable’s life starts at 100 Points at product creation and ends at 0 Points at its quality end of life, its Best Before Date. Because a Freshtime label or tag, attached to a perishable, can both sense and measure condition at each sensing interval, mimicking the spoilage characteristics of the tagged perishable, condition is made visible and capable of being managed. ��Because these tags also track condition by business step, production process or custody owner, shelf-life used and left for each step in a perishable’s life can be budgeted and actual performance compared to budgets in real-time. This simple visibility is all that is technically needed for waste to be reduced. The rest lies with the mindsets and financial benefits to perishable handlers. �Infratab’s differentiation.  Infratab is concerned and focused on the accuracy of the sensor and time data captured, the integrity and transparency of the sensor models and metrics used (and specifically, they are the models and metrics provided by the perishable’s brand owner.  We are industry standards respectful—capturing data within a business context. For traded perishables, this means compatibility with GS1, the US FDA and other US and international regulatory agencies, as well as specific product market practices in place.  And we are concerned with the business, sensing and vocabularies used, so that data can be easily shared.  Our value add is enabling data captured, collected and delivered to be usable immediately,�

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCbzSE8AFxw
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y

Infratab Products, Services, Solutions

RUN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
INFRATAB PRODUCTS, SERVICES, SOLUTIONS�Infratab Freshtime™ is the name of Infratab’s products, services, and solutions. Its products include radio frequency communication sensor tags, edge software, cloud subscriptions, condition metrics, analytics, and software API add-ins that answer, “How fresh?” Its services pickup, analyze, deliver, and share condition-intelligent data among perishable partners. �To the observer, Infratab product offerings sound and look like many IoT radio frequency (RF) sensor tags, software, and cloud solutions on the market today. But their capabilities, the data they deliver, and the benefits that accrue, are very, very different. Infratab Freshtime answers  “How fresh?”, on the spot, no matter who is the perishable handler—whether artisan fisherman, farmer, small business, global manufacturer, transporter, or retailer—enabling business transactions to be signed and payments initiated. 
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Condition Measured, Visible, Managed, Trusted
yCondition-intelligence starts with defining customer experience (7-day vase life at 

sale), and then allocating remaining shelf life among life segments. Benefit: knowing 
how fresh-now versus planned; predicting condition at sale; taking action if needed.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CONDITION MEASURED, VISIBLE, MANAGED, TRUSTEDInfratab Freshtime tags are set up to calculate perishable shelf-life (condition) used and remaining at each sensing. Tags also track temperature, elapsed time, and life used and remaining by business step. Business data, inspections, and handovers associated with each are also tracked.��Infratab tracks a perishable’s life cycle from birth to use or for specific life segments:  • Prep, the ordering and receiving ingredients for perishables that are manufactured, • 1st Mile, the production or harvesting of the perishable, • Supply Chain, shipping to purchaser receiving; • Last Mile, distribution, selling and delivery to consumer; and • consumer, using the perishable.  
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Value Add—Condition Visibility 
Trusted condition monitoring means mimicking the spoilage characteristics 
of an item. It does not mean getting a temperature now and then.

Condition depends upon initial product characteristics, processing parameters, 
packaging characteristics, and environmental conditions that a product is exposed 
to from production to final user. Of importance to food, drugs, diagnostics, flowers, 
paint etc. is the temperature, and often,  humidity and other conditions.

Infratab’s preferred model to expressing temperature dependence is the Q101, 
extensively used by the drug and food industries and in food science and 
biochemistry literature. Other models can be supported.

1 NOTE: Q10 is defined as the ratio of reaction rate constants at temperatures differing by 10 °C.

Using Infratab condition models & metrics,
make visible the % of life and hours-used & left.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD: CONDITION VISIBILITY�Infratab’s RF tag is, at its simplest, a traditional temperature logger—like other IoT sensors on the market. Many users use Freshtime tags for sensing only. The tags, at the time of sensing, calculate Points-Used and Left.  Note that the calculation can be done in real-time, when a condition model is resident in the tag, or in the edge or cloud using either streamed sensor values or a sensor log which is uploaded. For users with traceability deliverables, the Freshtime tag keeps shelf-life budgets by business step or custody—enabling real-time comparisons of actual vs. plan in the tag or edge, as well as the cloud.
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Value Add—Business Savvy Condition

A simple concept. Perishable life starts at 
100 at birth and ends at 0, the 
perishable’s quality end of life (Best 
Before.) At each sensing, shelf-life is  
calculated—expressed as a percentage 
of life used and remaining (Points.)  
Points are automatically converted to 
days/hours at the sensed temperature.

Freshtime tags track Points used and left 
by process, business step or custody 
owner and compare actual vs. planned. 
Early alerts are triggered—when things 
are trending wrong.   

Condition is not monitored in a vacuum—it has a business context

Actionable Data, Immediate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD: BUSINESS SAVVY CONDITIONInfratab Condition-intelligence includes•  condition (shelf-life) model, mimics temperature sensitivity of perishable, in which end of life is quality, not safety end of life (Best-Before.) The model, when used in global trade and payments, is brand-owned and able to be verified, validated, audited, �• condition vocabulary, a common way of expressing condition, used in data sharing, �• real-time condition-measurement, calculated at the same sensing interval for the elapsed time tag is attached to a perishable—includes sensor and time accuracy of the measuring device,�• model and data security and privacy, private, partners, or public—as determined by the brand
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Value Add—Managing Fresh
MEASURING fresh
KNOWING fresh
TRUSTING fresh
PREDICTING fresh
COMPARING fresh
HANDLING fresh
TRANSPORTING fresh
VALUING fresh
PRICING fresh
PAYING for fresh
PRESERVING fresh
RECALLING non-fresh
TASTING fresh
SELECTING fresh
EATING/USING PREFERRED fresh
RESELLING-SHARING UNWANTED fresh
NOT WASTING fresh
ANALYZING fresh, and

Global 
Enterprises

Mid and small 
business

Artisans

Service 
Providers

Consumers

ENJOYING fresh while cutting loss, increasing supply, reducing carbon 
emissions, and providing new opportunities to those who cherish quality.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD: MANAGING FRESHFor each Infratab Freshtime product market solution, Infratab does a proof of concept with a quality-driven global enterprise brand or global retail chain.  Included in the proof of concept are pertinent 1st Mile Life Cycle scenarios. An example, for Alaskan wild caught seafood, vessel options include commercial catcher vessel<60’, catcher vessels>60’, catcher-processor vessels, processor vessels, transshipment vessels, tenders, sports fish vessels, artisan boats. A different product market proof of concept could include: a global enterprise and its co-op producers or harvesters, 2) independent growers, mid- and small size companies, consumer activities (community gardens, tasting clubs),  service providers (chefs, medical clinics, research labs), and users.No matter what the condition model, (shelf-life, efficacy, wear-tear),  condition-used is expressed as % of life-used for the sensing period. We call this percentage: Points. Points-Used indicate the % of life used in a sensing interval. Points-Left indicate the % of life left. Both Points-Used and Left convert into minutes, hours, days at a specified temperature. Using Points, in association with business and sensor data, provides insights and data for analytics.
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Value Add—Consumer Satisfaction
Whether for current products or new ideas—sharing likes, insights, trends     

Liking the taste. Knowing “How Fresh.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD: CONSUMER SATISFACTION�User excitement (or appreciation) of the IoT has been for machine preventive maintenance, utility meters, home appliances (things with long lives), and for personal monitoring devices (fitness, heart rate, blood pressure).  Almost all high volume applications have a one-to-one relationship between device and organization or individual. Lagging has been excitement for monitoring perishables (not by users, but by makers and sellers of perishables). The reason for reluctance is the that perishables move from handler to handler (as many as 20 handlers from perishable birth to consumption.)Instead in the GS1 supply chain, the focus has been on making paper labels smarter and smarter—barcodes have become QR Codes. Temperature readings and expiration labels are being used to indicate if a perishable is ok.When the perishable is a drug, a construction adhesive, or a perishable whose deteriorating condition causes sickness or death, temperature readings and expiration labels based upon assumed temperature occurring over the perishable’s life, just don’t cut it. And why Infratab sensors, solutions, and data are so important. The data collected is real-time data—whose measurements are started from a known or a consistently reliable freshness condition and whose model inside the tag mimics the spoilage characteristics of the tagged perishable.  Because these models and metrics are intelligent, they do for perishables what AI is doing in-tag for machines. In addressing the reality that perishables move from handler to handler, change as they are moving, and are often handled by those with no Internet connection or reading skills, Infratab has created helpers (API software add-ins) that address expected challenges.  The most powerful is Inherit. As wine production goes from barrel to bottle, Infratab tagging follows—inheriting data from a barrel label to a wine case label.  As a 400-pound halibut goes from whole fish to 1-pound fillets, so does its condition data—with tags changing shape, size, and RF to suit the transformed halibut.  Best is that there can be consumer labels, whose data can be trusted. 
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Value Add—Things Working Together Smartly
Condition-intelligent perishables are artificial intelligent (AI) perishables 

When perishables, whose condition is 
visible, are grouped depending upon 
where they are, and what decisions 
are to be made, insights arise. 
• ingredient efficacy is known prior to 

production, 
• transport routing decisions include 

perishable condition desired by buyer, 
• suppliers are scorecarded, 
• business predictions are finetuned, and
• perishable digital twins emerge.

Groups: • pallet, • shipment, • pallets in a reefer, • 
batch of ingredients, • cold storage room • boat fish 
run, • flower bouquet, • fresh food delivery

Reducing Data Clutter
Flagging what is key to the activity at hand, with or without a cloud

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE-ADD: THINGS WORKING TOGETHER SMARTLY�Reducing data clutter�One of the challenges of the Internet of Things is too much data, too many items.  Infratab addresses “too much” first by calculating condition (shelf life) in the tag. When condition is checked either at the edge or in the cloud, the data is actionable—without special additional processing. �Instead of sending a long list of temperature-time pairs from a logger and waiting for the cloud to report handling performance in the field, in storage or in transport, the Infratab Freshtime tag tells you how much shelf life was used, and whether the actual life used was over or under budget. You can also learn whether the perishable is expected to be received at the condition as ordered.Just as perishables are grouped, so can Freshtime tags and data be grouped. Tags can be aggregated.  Ingredients can be grouped together, ready to be transformed into a processed product. Or unlike things, like fishing vessel, gear, cold fish boxes and the fish that is caught can be grouped together in a boat run.  And lots more.��
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Value Add—Perishable Protectors

When perishable condition:

• is known at the point of sale, and is shared by  retailer with perishable brand owner, 
supply chain performance can be scorecarded,

•  when a brand owner can share private data about perishable life at sale with breeders 
and operations staff, processes can be finetuned and competitive advantage realized, and

•  when the elapsed time associated with perishable enablers can be tracked, data collected 
can be used to construct the perishable’s digital twin. 

It’s this collection and sharing of data, from multiple sources, in near-real-time, 
that Infratab defines as condition-intelligence.

Infratab’s Perishable Condition Protector Focus: 
•  machines which make/process perishables
•  packages which protect perishables 
• shelf-life extenders which lengthen life
• food labs which ensure compliances
• transport carriers which move perishables 

Perishable packaging affects condition. So do the processes used in making 
perishables. And the vehicles and routes used for transport. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PERISHABLE CONDITION PROTECTORS�Infratab’s market focus is on the uncertainty of product quality and delivery in a world of climate insecurity and resource constraints. Knowing, not just, condition of perishables, but also condition and/or of containers, refrigerators, freezers, precoolers, storage rooms, and logistics used with perishables is a step toward risk preparedness/mitigation against unexpected climate events. Data collected as timelines of events, enables scorecarding of suppliers, packaging, or transport routes. �An example of product categories benefiting from condition visibility is seafood. 80% of US fish is imported. For wild caught seafood, more than 25% of seafood shelf life can be lost from gear down to cold store. As air and water temperatures rise, so does the loss of shelf life. For seafood processors, the win is scorecarding vessels, and their catch strategies, knowing additives that may have been used to extend life, and the visibility into inventory freshness prior to processing. These same tools are used for managing both unprocessed and processed foods, flowers, adhesives, and pharmaceuticals. How? By changing the data, sensor profiles and condition models to reflect the items tagged.
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Value Add—Trusting “How Is It?”
Three musts for trusted condition • sensing device must be accurate; 
• perishable brand owner must be responsible for the condition model; 
• sensing interval must match the spoilage rate of the tagged item.

Enabling technology. Infratab’s business is trusted, condition-intelligent perishable 
data. In delivering this data, Infratab has a unique opportunity. This opportunity 
results from the introduction by Arm of its chip product line of RFsensorSoCs 
(system on a chip.) In these chips, key components of Infratab’s patented tag 
architecture have been miniaturized and combined, resulting in a large number of 
tag designs similar to Infratab’s patented tag architecture. 

Additionally, an open-source real-time operating system (RTOS) for Arm RFsensor 
SoCs has been introduced by Arm, Amazon, Google, Meta, Microsoft and others. 

The commonality of the Arm RFsensor SoC and RTOS affords Infratab licensing 
opportunities targeting accuracy of sensing and data integrity. 

NOTE: In a prior life, Quarterdeck, (QDEK), Infratab  founders and developers were responsible for the innovation of adding 
multi-tasking and windowing to the PC operating system. It now adds a condition-intelligent environment to IoT sensors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD: TRUSTING “HOW IS IT?”Whether perishable condition is calculated in-tag, or in the edge or cloud, three behavioral events must be adhered to for the model and its data to be trusted. This is done using a confidence factor that includes sensor accuracy, model authenticity, and sensing interval. Perishable condition monitoring has been a lifetime focus of Infratab president, Stanton Kaye, and Infratab Chief Technologist-Shelf Life, Theodore P. Labuza, PhD.  For Stanton the focus started when directing a film in the Utah desert—in which the film was damaged by excessively high temperature.  For Ted, it started with the monitoring of the shelf-life of munitions for the US government, and then throughout his teaching and research career, where he is known as the “Father of “Shelf-Life Dating.”For the Infratab technical team, the widespread adoption of the Arm RFsensor SoC and the coinciding availability of an opensource real-time operating system, (RTOS) for the Arm RFsensor SoC provides an opportunity for inexpensive, large volume, fast, simple deployment—adding a powerful tool for facing climate and terrorist disruptions.  
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Value Add—Sharing “How Fresh?” 
Condition-intelligence (AI for perishables): real-time, actionable, sharable  

Infratab’s power rests in the Freshtime tag, tag 
firmware, and tag control software resident in tag, edge 
and cloud (the razor blade.) Together they  provide 
trusted, business context, capture and timely pickup, 
delivery, notification, and analysis of perishable data.

When stored either on the Infratab  cloud portal or in a 
blockchain, tag events can be viewed, analyzed and 
shared among partners as well as sent to  company 
internal systems.  When trusted, blockchained 
business transactions can be bought, sold and paid.

NOTE: Tags edge, and cloud all support data 
vocabularies: GS1 for business, Infratab for 
condition, market-specific, and company 
private

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD:  SHARING “HOW FRESH?”Infratab Freshtime solutions include tags, edge software, cloud services, and blockchained business transactions.The key to the solution is the Freshtime tag firmware. Today this firmware, called ifTag, is a bare-metal operating system.  In testing is Freshtime add-ins to the Zephyr RTOS, supported by Google and Meta. Add-ins to other RTOS versions from Microsoft or the freeRTOS from Amazon, depends upon user demand.   When ifTag features and functionality are added to RTOS, Infratab brings GS1 identification and business data vocabularies, Infratab condition vocabularies, and blockchain smart contracts to the IoT sensors now used for metering, maintenance and service, fitness and personal medical devices.  The benefits: the ability to collect data for perishable digital twins—by collaborating with sensors protecting and extending perishable life. �Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or impossible to change. It is a growing list of records, called blocks that are linked together.By design, a blockchain is resistant to modification of its data. This is because once recorded, the data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively without alteration of all subsequent blocks.  Infratab’s blockchain offerings are based on Hyperledger Fabric, an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way.  In the supply chain, blockchain is used to store smart contracts, whose data, or subset of data, can be shared by partners as business transactions.Infratab uses blockchain for two purposes: 1) traceability documents, including regulatory compliance document, business transactions (purchase order, invoice), and 2) a data depository and routing system for delivering Infratab Freshtime tag data from one company to its partners.
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Condition-Intelligence Benefits
No matter whether small business, global 
enterprise, service provider or consumer. Value Add—Condition-Intelligent Solutions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD: CONDITION-INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS�Each of the solutions represent a use case with a specific challenge. Although most solutions are concerned with fish, fruits, and flowers. Women’s designer fashion purchased over the Internet first took us to reverse logistics. 
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Value Add—Condition Intelligent Business Analytics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VALUE ADD: CONDITION INTELLIGENT BUSINESS ANALYTICSKey Performance Indicators and Condition Metrics�One of the value adds of Infratab’s solutions, is its concept of tag missions and projects. Business data is associated with sensor readings and perishable condition prior to the start of the mission and at business steps and custody handovers throughout the perishable life.Typically, performance indicators reflect the life segment tracked.
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US FDA-GS1 Smarter Food Safety

In November 2022, the US FDA released its Smarter Food Safety traceability regulations. 
Co-incidentally, GS1 released specifications for complying to these regulations.  

GS1 is the standard setter for identifying and describing products, locations, assets, logistics, 
and documents, used in barcode and RFID labels. These standards are the underlying 
foundation for identifying, authenticating, and tracking (what, where, when, and why)—used 
globally for buying, selling, paying. 

Infratab’s tags and software are GS1 compatible. They add “how is”.

Tracing fruits, vegetables, seafood, deli-salads from make to sale

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LANDSCAPE: US FDA-GS1 SMARTER FOOD SAFETY�GS1 is the standard setter of IDs and the data used on barcode labels and in business transactions of globally traded items. �GS1 standards and systems have been embraced by the US FDA in its Smarter Food Safety Initiatives. Infratab’s tags, edge, cloud and data sharing solutions are GS1 compatible. All of Its tags include an RF transponder chip, called a RAIN RFID chip, designed specifically for use in the GS1 supply chain. The chip’s uniqueness: the RF transponder chip has two IDs—an ID of the tag and an ID of the tagged item. This tagged item ID, called an EPC, (electronic product code) is a digital version of the ID of the tagged item used in a GS1 barcode. This item EPC enables sensor and condition analytics, using a business vocabulary that is understood by more than 2 million companies worldwide.GS1 also sets standards for sharing of data among partners. Infratab tags, edge and cloud are compatible with GS1 business vocabularies—adding to them, Infratab’s condition vocabularies. �	�
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Condition-Intelligent Traceability 
Food Traceability  List Details

Cheeses, other than hard 
cheeses

Made from pasteurized milk: 
fresh soft or soft unripened, soft 
ripened or semi-soft; made from 
unpasteurized milk, other than 
hard cheese 

Shell eggs
Nut butters
Cucumbers Fresh
Herbs Fresh
Leafy greens Fresh, fresh cut
Melons Fresh
Peppers Fresh
Sprouts Fresh
Tomatoes Fresh
Tropical tree fruits Fresh
Fruits (fresh-cut) Fresh-cut
Vegetables other than leafy 
greens 

Fresh-cut

Finfish

Fresh and frozen, histamine-
producing species, species 
potentially contaminated with 
ciguatoxin, species not 
associated with histamine or 
ciguatoxin

Smoked finfish Refrigerated and frozen
Crustaceans Fresh and frozen
Molluscan shellfish, bivalves Fresh and frozen
Ready-to-eat deli salads Refrigerated

US FDA Food Traceability Rule - November 2022

Infratab Freshtime can be either an add-on to current traceability solutions or 
a total solution. The value add: process alerts at critical points, known 
freshness at delivery, less time to do paperwork, scorecards, plan vs. actual 
analytics 

Enabling compliance to US FDA Smarter Food Safety while adding 
condition-intelligence

• 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GS1 SOLUTIONS: CONDITION-INTELLIGENT TRACEABILTYTraceability,  blockchain smart contracts, and partner data sharing are extensions to the Infratab standard operations.  What these extensions provide is the data visibility needed to share data among partners. Condition-intelligence is Infratab’s way of defining and limiting the scope of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to condition-based analytics of perishables, things with measurable wear-and-tear, and things, spaces and processes with measurable condition performance.   Infratab’s focus on device time and sensor accuracy, authenticity and confidence level of an item’s condition model, and the accuracy and trustworthiness of a traceability timeline and resulting business transactions, enable the data captured, picked up, delivered, and analyzed to be valuable training data for answering “What’s next”™ when tag, edge, or cloud report an unexpected aberration in a perishable’s or a device’s condition. This use of trusted sensor and condition data, prepped and refined for condition-intelligent perishable monitoring, can provide a new level of expertise to small farmers, fishermen, manufacturers, maintenance provider and consumers.  
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Condition-Intelligent Seafood Traceability
Seafood Wild Caught & Aquaculture Traceability: Track-Trace-Share 

USE CASE: Traceability – Wild Caught—Alaskan Halibut

Jumpstart Seafood Traceability provides a set of customized tags, edge devices, 
cloud services for 

• Capturing (Track), 

• Picking up, delivering, and notifying of incidents (Trace), and

• Reporting, analyzing and sharing data (Share),

about the condition of Alaska Wild Caught Halibut—from catch to sale

. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GS1 SOLUTIONS: SEAFOOD WILD CAUGHT & AGRICULTURE TRACEABILITY�Infratab’s traceability solutions span global enterprises to artisans. In flowers and produce—fields, greenhouses, urban farms, community gardens, and individual gardens. ��In fish, commercial vessels, agriculture farms, sports fish boats and artisan boats.  Here the focus is on shelf-life used from catch to cold or freeze store.The tagging processes are similar. So are the number of tags. So are the templates used to provision tags and readers.What changes is the vocabularies and metrics used to describe what happened.  And this is where Infratab excels. Each Freshtime tag houses a mini code-value pair database.  Tags, edge and cloud software applications, cloud services, and blockchain have one or more vocabularies.  Standard are the GS1 AI (application identifier) and CBV (Comprehensive Business Vocabulary used for data in barcode labels and traceability business transactions,Other standard vocabularies include Infratab Biz Data Basic Sensing and IBM Food Trust vocabularies—for non-GS1 users, Infratab BizData Condition vocabularies for tracking condition and analytics, and organization custom vocabularies for company private data,   Optional are product market vocabularies—such as Florcode for flowers,Recognizing that some users won’t change—traceability solutions include temperature/sensor logging only and conditionSensing.
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Seafood Traceability: Alaskan Halibut-Wild Caught 
Infratab Playbook: Vessel to Processor—Track-Trace-Share

LIFE SEGMENTS: Prep, 1st Mile

Parties

Vessel 
Depart

(Port, Date)

Vessel 
Land, 

Deliver 
(Port,
Date)

Catch 
Elapsed 

Time
(Trip Days 

Catch Days)

Processor 
Receive, 

Store, Prep-
Transform

Prep 1st Mile Supply Chain

Last 
MIle

Consumer

Scenario

Life Segment

BLUEBIRD Seafood
Tristar

Vessel
Vessel Name: Blueboat1
ADFG Vessel Permit:
Vessel Info: Blueboat1

Commodity
Commodity: Pacific Halibut    
Alaska, Wild Caught
Species Info: Alaskan Halibut

Gear
Gear Type: Longline
Gear Info: Longline

Geographic Region
Country: US
State: Alaska (AK)
Catch Areas: 4A
Region: Info

Activity
Activity: Catch.Halibut.AK.4A.Blueboat1-Tristar.2023-Wk14
Activity Type: Track

Vessel Prep
PO, 

Permit,
POConfirm, 
Get Ready

PO 
Confirm

Catch: Depart, Catch (Commission), 
Land (Despatch Advice), Deliver

Receive Adv. 
(Decommission), 

Return Tags

Use Case
Use Case: Alaskan Halibut-Wild Caught
Use Case Type: Catcher Vessel< 60’, >60’, Processor Vessel, Sports Boat, Artisan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GS1 SOLUTIONS: EXAMPLE: ALASKAN HALIBUT-WILD CAUGHT TRACEABILITY�Infratab’s traceability solutions include 3 activities: Track, Trace, ShareInfratab’s Trace solution captures, picks up and delivers timelined perishable data to the Infratab cloud, and/or a secure, unchangeable blockchain cloud. When data is delivered to the Freshtime cloud or blockchain, members of the tagging organization can trace back from last event to first delivered event. If the organization wishes to share data in a blockchain with others, data sharing agreements are entered into. Non-private data, included in the event, data is then shared.
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Enabling Technology

Infratab’s intellectual property includes company and product 
trademarks, copyrights and U.S., European and international 
patents. All are focused on RF-sensor tag, edge, and cloud.

Intellectual Property

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ENABLING TECHNOLOGY  Intellectual Property�The patent portfolio centers around a two-module RF sensor tag architecture, tag firmware and applications, communications interface of tag-edge-cloud, and systems and methods for sensing and monitoring things whose condition performance or wear-tear can be measured.  Patented systems include the timelined tracking of condition by business events. Additional patents address the inheritance and inference of condition from one device to another for analytics use.  �As a result of the introduction of the RFsensor System-on-Chip (SoC) product line from Arm/TSMC, Infratab’s patented tag and firmware functionality and designs have been incorporated in a large number of tags and products, throughout the world.    As these Arm SoC chips have become more powerful to support artificial intelligence and analytics processing, the need for a common real-time operating system arose. In 2018, Amazon acquired the rights to an open-source operating system for ARM microcontrollers and released an open-source version of this operating system, freeRTOS.  Companies, including Arm, Google, Meta, Microsoft, IBM, TI and others have enhanced freeRTOS—releasing the enhanced versions either as open source or licensed products. Infratab has chosen Google/Meta’s version of freeRTOS, called Zephyr, to be an alternative option to its bare metal operating system currently running in these Arm SoCs. In development is the integration of Zephyr in Infratab’s active RF BLE and NB-IoT sensor tags.  Here Infratab adds onto Zephyr, Infratab’s condition intelligence models and metrics, timelined tracking of business events, in-tag business and condition vocabularies, vision communication interfaces, GS1 compatibility, blockchain support, and business rules-notifications-predictions. Planned for Q1 2024 are OEM and end use licenses for these add-in microservices and APIs.  
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Enabling Technology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ENABLING TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED)The “win” of Infratab’s tag and edge designs is flexibility—Lego-like in ability to adapt to a tagging need.  Infratab’s expertise is in getting disparate things to work together. We add on. We add in. We integrate. We focus on enabling users to be self-sufficient by mixing, matching, and personalizing.  RF Sensor System, patent group one. This group describes a real-time RF-sensor system consisting of tags, edge and cloud, in which the tag’s architecture is that of RF transponder-sensor with communication between RF reader, RF transponder, and computing device-controlled sensor.  An additional audio-visual-vision communications interface supplements the RF reader-RF transponder-sensor communication interface. Functionality of the tags can be sensor or sensor-condition. Systems and methods include both tag operations and data, and tagged item business transactions and data.  GS1 identification and business events are integral to the systems, software programs and methods. Features key to Infratab’s solutions include multiple-RF transponders in a tag, categorization of data by private and public, tracking item condition by custody owner, attachable/detachable sensors, long tags and inheritance. Inference, patent group two. The inference patents are concerned with items which have an ID (barcode, QR Code, RFID EPC digital label, or ID and sensor). Items are monitored while in a sensing environment (container, tote, shelf, pallet layer, room). When they leave this environment, temperature is taken and time is recorded. When items are returned to a monitored environment, the system estimates or “infers” life or condition used when out of the container. The embodiment of the inference idea is Infratab’s Covid-19, ultra-cold day-tripper tote, for dispensing vaccine doses in the field.
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Basis of Kinetics. The shelf life of most products depends on initial products characteristics, 
processing parameters, packaging characteristics and environmental conditions a product is 
exposed to from production to the final user. Of importance to food, drugs, diagnostics, 
flowers, paint etc. is the temperature, and in some cases, the humidity the product is exposed 
to. For fresh roasted ground coffee, the oxygen level in the package is also a factor. With 
liquid products in an impermeable jar, can or pouch, the major factor is temperature abuse. 

S. Arrhenius was the first in 1887 to study the basis for the increase in 
rate of reactions. He developed an empirical approach showing that 
the rate increase as an exponential function of temperature. The 
steeper the slope the more sensitive to a temperature change was 
the reaction. Dr. Labuza with Dr Marc Karel at MIT, under contract 
from the DOD and NASA, showed that the Arrhenius relation can be 
applied to both foods and drug stability. 

An alternative way of expressing temperature dependence, extensively used by both the drug 
and the food industry and in the food science and biochemistry literature, is the Q10 
approach. Q10 is defined as the ratio of the reaction rate constants at temperatures differing 
by 10 °C. Equivalently Q10 has been defined as the change of shelf-life Qs, i.e., the time for 
the product to reach an unacceptable level when t stored at a temperature higher by 10 °C. 
This Q10 approach is Infratab’s preferred model for the monitoring of perishable shelf life by 
Freshtime tags. 

Enabling Technology
Condition Models: the science behind the calculations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ENABLING TECHNOLOGY�SCIENCE BEHIND THE SHELF-LIFE MODEL.Condition models used by Infratab Freshtime tags and software are those of the perishable brand owner. The model is associated with a GS1 ID class, often called an item reference. Infratab will be storing brand owner shelf life models in the IBM Food Trust (IFT) Blockchain. We use blockchain with its data sharing permissions to control access to the brand’s condition models. ��Perishable shelf-life models are sensory models, whose end of life is a quality (Best-Before) end of life, and not a safety end of life,  The quality date is in line with the brand owner’s marketing and company quality standards—often representing the percentage of customers that the brand is willing to disappoint.  �Shelf-life validation models, based upon Weibull testing, developed by Dr. Labuza, are used by Infratab in conjunction with a company’s QA staff to validate end of life meets the company’s end of life criteria. ��Key to the model is a customer satisfaction indicator (CSI.) It represents the number of hours or days from consumer purchase to the quality end of life.  For flowers, this represents the number of vase days from purchase to  toss. �� Infratab Freshtime tags include life alerts which represent key life events in a perishable’s life. Life alert 5 is used to indicate customer satisfaction.  Infratab strongly recommends that customer satisfaction is always included in the alerts. �The settings of Life Alerts 1 through 4 vary with the use case.  Freshtime Planner is used to describe processes or business steps for a use case.  Alerts defined in a planner document are used to set Alerts 1-4.  Each shelf-life model used has a name, identification number and a Confidence Indicator. The confidence indicator indicates how the model was calculated.  Options include:  guess, experience, sensory test-inhouse, sensory test-formal, test lab verification.  The Confidence Indicator enables companies to test the value of condition monitoring immediately, to use inhouse.  When condition is used for data sharing and payments,  3rd party validation is added into tag data with documentation available to users of the shelf-life data. A key part of our Jumpstart marketing, sales and support is in bringing Dr. Labuza’s shelf-life modeling into widespread use. His work is widely publicized. His students that span continents as well as his research widely taught at universities around the world.  Infratab will be working with university Food Technology departments, to compile shelf-life libraries and to add university research models and metrics to Infratab condition. 
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Infratab Freshtime Sales Channels

GS1 Supply Chain Resellers
Food, Pharma, Industrials, Logistics

PARTNERS: global distributors
GS1 solution providers, barcode & RFID label 

converters,, RFID reader companies
Market Organizations

Early Adopters, Influencers
Perishables & Their Spaces: Insights

PARTNERS: Innovators: midsize businesses
universities, USDA, shelf-life extenders, 

perishable test labs, packagers

Industrial Iot

Adding machine performance
into perishable management

Industrial IoT Resellers
Precision Ag, Smart Things

PARTNERS: Innovators; AI analysts
Ag: breeders, crop protectors, precision 

machines, satellite imaging, utility trackers, 
shelf-life extenders, urban farms

Industry: machine preventive maintenance

Supply Chain Life Cycle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GO TO MARKET SALES CHANNELSInfratab’s go-to-market sales and distribution center around a distribution network consisting of worldwide distributors, consultants, corporate resellers, and Internet stores, selected regional distributors, VARs, system integrators, and label converters. VARs include GS1 solution providers, AIDC barcode and RFID resellers (AIM, RAIN, RFID reader-printer manufacturers), and VARS in selected markets—seafood, agriculture.)  Less known to Infratab are VARs and Internet platforms of companies selling RF sensor tags, software and services to the industrial IoT. Infratab is building a small global staff focused on these companies. For perspective, there  are ~600 LoRa VARs and consultants worldwide, with another ~1,000 VARs and consultants in the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) solution space. This does not include the BLE consultants servicing the BLE medical device market. What Infratab brings to these VARs and resellers is the ability for the devices and software to be GS1 compatible—enabling incorporation into GS1 standards-based traceability and payments. NB-IoT VARs, in association with telcos, AT&T, T-Mobile, Vodafone represent a currently little-known network of resellers that is also included in Infratab’s Industrial Iot sales platform.Infratab’s Jumpstart is a network of Infratab staff and 3rd party contractors. One Jumpstarter group is in some ways a cross-between an Uber driver and Lime pickup-refurbish-deliveryman. This group onboards small companies—either via the Internet or by doing a walk-through of the small business with perishable company team leader, takes pictures, collects labels, in anticipation of a Jumpstart planning session. �Jumpstart condition experts set up sensory tests for modeling the shelf-life of a perishable. Jumpstarter condition experts are former FDA, USDA, NOAA inspectors and researchers, university food technology professors and grad students, climate-ag-nature tech-precision ag experienced and savvy RF communication and GS1 experts.��Two internal, non-sales groups within Infratab service the sales group. The first group is IP Licensing to 3rd party tag brands. The 2nd group is Tag Production QA inspectors, tasked with certifying accuracy of device capturing systems.  Together they provide  approval for the tag to be an Infratab-powered device.   
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Infratab Freshtime Services
Perishable data services, condition analytics, device management, tag & software partner services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GO-TO-MARKET SERVICESInfratab’s mission is to bring condition-savvy decision making to perishables handlers.
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Infratab, Inc.
4347 Raytheon Road
Oxnard, CA 93033

Oxnard: (805) 874-4619
Email: info@infratab.com
www.Infratab.com

6/7/2023

http://www.infratab.com/
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